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Summary
1. The availability of reliable information on tree climbing methods is critical for the development of canopy science and for the safety of workers accessing the forest canopy.
2. To assess the breadth and quality of information contained in published climbing information, we performed
searches in Web of Science and Google Scholar and evaluated 54 published sources on 10 predetermined criteria
related to safety.
3. We found a high incidence of unsafe recommendations that, if followed, could result in serious injury or death.
Common errors included recommendations for equipment not suitable for tree climbing, advocating methods
suitable for rock climbing but that can result in falls and trauma in tree climbing, and outdated information that
no longer reﬂects best practices.
4. We conclude by providing safety recommendations and a short review of tree climbing methods. This article
thus serves as a guide for ﬁnding and interpreting best sources of methods for canopy access.
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Introduction
The canopy is an essential component in the functioning of forest ecosystems and a major source of biodiversity, yet has
remained understudied due to the diﬃculty of access or observation into upper reaches of the forest (Lowman & Rinker
2004). Rope-based methods provide unbiased and replicated
sampling of canopy organisms including epiphytes (Nadkarni
1981; Sillett 1995), birds (Anderson 2009), reptiles (Dial &
Roughgarden 1995), rodents (Swingle & Forsman 2009) and
tree growth and structure (Sillett & Van Pelt 2007), but climbing and working at height are inherently dangerous, and accidents can result in serious injury or death (Centers for Disease
Control & Prevention 2014).
The published literature is an important source of information on climbing methods for canopy ecologists. Since Perry
(1978) ﬁrst published on methods of access into forest canopies, the very science of canopy ecology has evolved at a dramatic pace, and published sources of information on canopy
access have grown from one to dozens. Over this same time
period, canopy access methods have continued to progress
with advances in technology and the development of new
climbing equipment. Further, as climbing equipment and
methods continue to change, so do best practices for climbing
*Correspondence author. E-mail: danderson@peregrinefund.org

safety. Partly for these reasons, published sources vary widely
in the breadth of climbing methods described and in their
adherence to best safety practices. This variability in breadth
of content and adherence to modern safety practices creates a
dual challenge for would-be climbers and canopy scientists:
how to identify sources of information and equipment that
best suit their needs, and distinguishing safe from unsafe methods that are often contradictory from one source to another.
The purpose of this study was to meet that challenge. It is
written to help climbers ﬁnd published sources with content
most suitable to their needs, and to clearly distinguish safe
from unsafe practices. This review and commentary are based
on >80 years of combined climbing experience in the arboriculture industry as professional arborists and tree climbing
trainers (BF, JL, SRA, WK), and 15 years as a biologist working in forest canopies (DLA). We focus on canopy access
methods that are rope-based, because rope-based methods are
relatively inexpensive and widely available, portable, and
therefore provide frequent and easily replicated access to sites
in the forest canopy. Thus, the topics of canopy cranes (Walther 2003), canopy walkways (Lowman & Bouricius 1995) and
hot air balloons (Lowman, Moﬀett & Rinker 1993) are not discussed herein although all have been used to access forest canopies. Finally, we follow guidelines written by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI 2012) as our benchmark
for best practices and current safety standards in tree climbing.
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Before proceeding, one basic tenet of climbing must be clariﬁed that is central to safety and underlies much of the current
review: tree climbing and rock climbing (or, more broadly,
mountaineering) are related but not equivalent disciplines and
diﬀer in fundamental ways. Rock climbing technique typically
consists of a 2-person system in which a climber’s motion
derives from scrambling across a substrate, installing anchor
points in succession through which the climbing rope passes
and then climbing above the anchors until new ones are
installed. Movements are not dependent on the rope; instead,
the non-tensioned rope passes through the anchor points, and
the trailing end is held by the second person who belays the
rope to the climber. The entire system is designed to arrest the
fall of a person climbing above the last anchor point (Eng
2010). In contrast, tree climbing is a 1-person system in which
an anchor is ﬁrst installed above the climber, and the climber
then hangs from a tensioned rope that passes through the
anchor, depending on the rope for movement into and positioning within the tree. Contact with the substrate is not required,
no belay is used, and the system is not designed to protect the
climber from a dynamic fall (Jepson 2000; Coﬀey & Andersen
2012). Hence, the two systems can be described as a dynamic or
fall arrest system (mountaineering) and a work-positioning system or tensioned system (tree climbing). This is not a minor
philosophical point based on aesthetics or personal preference.
Inherent diﬀerences in the climbing systems create diﬀerent
physical forces on ropes, substrates and climbers and dictate
the use of diﬀerent types of equipment. Ultimately, the improper use of mountaineering equipment and methods for tree
climbing can result in serious injury or death (Smith & Padgett
1996; Kane 2011; ANSI 2012; Coﬀey & Andersen 2012).

Methods
SOURCES OF INFORMATION

We performed searches in Web of Science and Google Scholar using
the search string ‘canopy access’ (downloaded 2 January 2014). After
performing all searches, we conducted a careful revision of the reference sections of each source to obtain additional publications. Finally,
we conducted a forward search in Web of Science from all references.
We limited our searches a priori to peer-reviewed journals and published books, and we therefore exclude from this review popular articles
in trade journals and industry magazines.
We next obtained a citation history of all sources from Google Scholar inasmuch as this serves as an index of a source’s visibility to climbers
(i.e. a climber is more likely to encounter a source that is cited more
often). We then evaluated breadth of content by noting whether each
source presented information on ﬁve primary climbing methods or topics: safety, climbing spurs, single rope technique (SRT), doubled rope
technique (DdRT) and aerial traverse.
To evaluate content quality and to rank sources by adherence to
modern safety standards, we established 10 review criteria (Table 1)
and evaluated all sources based on these criteria. Criteria were further
grouped into two categories based on their deviation from best practices: minor safety deviations (references that could expose a climber to
unnecessary risks; n = 5) and major safety deviations (recommendations that, if followed, could result in serious injury or death; n = 5). To
evaluate sources, two of us (BF and WK) independently read every

Table 1. Ten criteria used to evaluate safety standards in published
sources on canopy access methods. Number of occurrences that each
criterion was observed in all sources and number of sources that fulﬁlled a given criterion are given

Evaluation criteria
Proposes equipment
options that are
inappropriate for
tree climbing
Outdated
information or
methods no longer
reﬂects best
practices
Mentions a need for
instruction, but
does not specify
experienced tree
climbers
Blurs the distinction
between fall arrest
systems and workpositioning
systems
appropriate for
trees
Vague and unclear
writing (i.e. even an
experienced
climber cannot
interpret, or
methods named
but not described)
Proposes methods
that could lead to a
dynamic fall in the
canopy
Proposes free
climbing or
disconnecting from
tree and ropes
Advocates use of
hand ascender as a
fully loaded anchor
point for life
support or belay
Contains photos or
illustrations that
show major safety
deviations (e.g.
PPE lacking,
improper
equipment or
methods)
Contains passages
that could
reasonably be
interpreted as
advocating unsafe
practices

Level of
safety
deviation*

Criterion
number

Total
occurrences

No. of
sources

Minor

1

27

11

Minor

2

37

16

Minor

3

10

7

Minor

4

12

7

Minor

5

6

6

Major

6

8

6

Major

7

10

6

Major

8

3

2

Major

9

39

15

Major

10

7

5

*Minor safety deviations, references that could expose a climber to
unnecessary risks; major safety deviations, recommendations that
could result in serious injury or death.
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Table 2. Published sources revealed during our search that mentioned methods for canopy access, but which were excluded from discussion because
of limited utility in imparting knowledge on methods of canopy access
Reason for exclusion

No. excluded

Source written without primary intent of instruction
on climbing methods
Review papers on the status of canopy science;
methods named but not described

20

Ecological article, climbing technique mentioned
but not described in Methods section

8

Meeting abstract
Knot compatibility
Survey of canopy biologists
Popular book
Sources intended to impart knowledge on canopy access,
but methods unsuitable for various reasons
Experimental or unproven method
Insuﬃcient height (i.e. below canopy height)
Cost prohibitive, not portable, not replicable (hot air balloons,
canopy walkways, construction scaﬀolds, cranes)
Peripheral relationship to canopy access (e.g. platforms,
swings, slingshots)
Total number of excluded sources

8

1
1
1
1
9
1
1
4
3

References

Lowman & Moﬀett (1993), Moﬀett & Lowman (1995),
Munn & Loiselle (1995), Lowman & Wittman (1996),
Barker & Sutton (1997), Sutton (2001), Lowman (2009),
Lowman, Schowalter & Franklin (2012)
Nadkarni (1981), Dial & Roughgarden (1995), Sillett &
Van Pelt (2000), Ellyson & Sillett (2003), Dial et al. (2004a),
Williams & Sillett (2007), Anderson (2009), Dial, Nadkarni
& Jewell (2011)
Oates (1994)
Kane (2012)
Barker & Pinard (2001)
Moﬀett (1993)

Donahue & Wood (1995)
McCarthy (1988)
Lowman, Moﬀett & Rinker (1993), Lowman &
Bouricius (1995), Jackson (1996), Walther (2003)
Nadkarni (1988), Munn (1991), Pe~
na-Foxon & Dıaz (2012)

29

source and recorded each occurrence that a particular criterion was
mentioned in the text. For the purposes of the evaluation, we deﬁned
an occurrence as a section or subheading in books, a paragraph in peerreviewed papers, or individual photographs in either. We treated all
criteria independently, such that no occurrence could be counted more
than once. We recorded detailed notes in a source-by-criteria matrix,
listing the page number and content for each occurrence observed, and
after completing the evaluations, we tallied all occurrences of the criteria for all sources. We then reviewed the results for discrepancies in
which one reviewer reported an occurrence that the other did not.
Finally, all authors met as a committee to resolve discrepancies and to
reach ﬁnal agreement on all results.

Results
Our searches produced a total of 54 published sources, including 40 peer-reviewed articles, seven books, ﬁve book sections
and two government documents. We excluded 29 sources from
further consideration because they were not written with the
primary intent of instructing on climbing safety or methods
(Table 2). The remaining 25 sources (Table 3) are herein
reviewed on their usefulness to modern climbers based on their
breadth of content and adherence to modern safety standards.
Sources diﬀered widely in their citation frequency
(Table 3), with a single source (Perry 1978) receiving 218
more citations than the second most cited source (Perry &
Williams 1981) and 261 more citations than the median number of citations (12). Sources were published over a span of
41 years, from 1972 to 2013. We used linear regression to
examine the relationship between source age and frequency of
safety deviations and found no relationship (P = 034,
r2 = 005), suggesting that older and newer sources were
equally likely to contain minor and major safety deviations.

Sources diﬀered in terms of the breadth of climbing-related
topics discussed, with two being the median number of topics
covered (Table 3). Fifteen sources (58%) addressed two or
fewer climbing topics, and only six sources (25%) discussed as
many as four topics. Five sources made no or negligible mention of safety (Table 3), including the most highly cited source
(Perry 1978).
Recommendations for unsafe climbing practices occurred
often in the published literature (Table 1). The minor safety
deviations that we found most often were outdated information that no longer reﬂects best practices (criterion #2, 37
occurrences in 16 sources) and references to equipment options
that are inappropriate for tree climbing (criterion #1, 27 occurrences in 11 sources). Seven sources blurred the distinction
between fall arrest and work-positioning systems (criterion
#4), whereas only six sources made this important distinction.
Ambiguity in writing was also a recurring issue with important
safety implications. Seven passages in ﬁve sources could be reasonably interpreted as advocating unsafe practices (criterion
#10). Another six passages in six sources were too vague to be
interpreted by experienced climbers and could result in misuse
of equipment or methods (criterion #5). We found nine sources
that mentioned a need for instruction, but failed to distinguish
between rock climbing instructors and tree climbers with
speciﬁc knowledge and skills required for training others in
climbing trees.
We observed 67 occurrences of major safety deviations in 18
sources (72%). The most common was the depiction in photographs or illustrations of serious safety deviations (39 photos
in 15 sources; criterion #9 in Table 1). The authors of six
sources advocated methods that could lead to climbers falling
from trees (10 occurrences, criterion #7). Another six sources
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Table 3. Published sources discussed in this review that describe methods for canopy access. Provided are the number of times each source was cited
in Google Scholar, the respective coverage of ﬁve primary climbing topics and number of minor and major safety deviations
Primary climbing topic

Source

No. times
cited*

ANSI (2012)
Beranek (1996)
Blair (1999)
Castilho et al. (2006)
Coﬀey & Andersen (2012)
Davis (2005)
Denison et al. (1972)
Dial & Tobin (1994)
Dial et al. (2004b)
Dial, Sillett & Spickler (2004c)
Haefke et al. (2013)
Houle, Chapman & Vickery (2004)
Jepson (2000)
Kane (2011)
Kilgore et al. (2008)
Laman (1995)
Mitchell (1982)
Mori (1984)
Pagel & Thorstrom (2007)
Perry (1978)
Perry & Williams (1981)
Risley (1984)
Smith & Padgett (1996)
Tucker & Powell (1991)
Whitacre (1981)

n/a
1
14
3
0
5
32
39
4
n/a
1
13
33
0
6
37
21
19
n/a
273
55
2
11
7
35

Safety
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Spurs

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Single rope
technique

Doubled rope
technique

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Aerial
traverse

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Total
topics

Minor
deviations

1
4
3
1
2
4
1
4
2
1
2
3
4
2
2
2
4
1
3
1
3
2
4
2
2

3
13
3
1
4
4
2

14
2
1
2
11
2
7
3
1
4
6
4
5

Major
deviations

11

4
4
1
1
2
10

3
2
7
3
6
4
1
1
1
4
2

*Citation record not provided by Google Scholar.

advocated methods that could lead to a dynamic fall (eight
occurrences, criterion #6), in which improper use of rope and
harness conﬁgurations prevent the climber from falling to the
ground but which can lead to serious impact and trauma
occurring in the tree. We provide a complete listing of all minor
and major safety deviations by source in the Supporting Information to help climbers identify and avoid them.

Discussion
Safe climbing demands an awareness of the distinction
between rock and tree climbing principles, but this distinction
was blurred in many of the sources we reviewed. This error is
important from the standpoint of advocating unsafe practices
and also underscores a larger issue in the tree climbing literature, namely a widespread and ongoing misunderstanding of
basic tree climbing principles and safety standards. Several
observations serve to reinforce this observation. Pagel & Thorstrom (2007) described methods suitable for climbing cliﬀs to
access raptor nests, but then transferred the same methods to
tree climbing with recommendations that were inappropriate
for use in trees. We frequently found photos of unsafe practices, some potentially life-threatening, executed by authors in
sources that otherwise advocated suitable tree climbing methods. How unsafe practices continue to surface in publications
is important to consider. Intuitively, it seems reasonable that
the publication of unsafe practices simply relates to a source’s

age: older sources are more likely to be outdated, and new
sources are more likely to include information that is safe. We
found no relationship between source age and the frequency of
minor and major safety deviations. In other words, even new
publications often contain bad information. We speculate on
two potential reasons for this. First, there is an overreliance on
citing early publications without careful consideration of the
content, and some common errors carry over from one publication to the next. More seriously, the continued prevalence of
unsafe recommendations in modern sources reﬂects a basic
lack of knowledge on proper methods for tree climbing.
SOURCE AGE AND RELIABILITY

Technology changes rapidly in many disciplines, and tree
climbing is no exception. During the past 15 years, there has
been a virtual explosion in tree climbing technology, with new
equipment and methods being developed every year. These
developments have improved climber safety and climber eﬃciency (i.e. requiring less eﬀort and time to ascend trees).
Therefore, best standards for tree climbing change often, and it
is important for climbers to remain abreast of current standards. For example, we found recommendations in our benchmark for safety, ANSI (2012), that were already outdated due
to changes in technology. We urge would-be climbers to seek
the most recent information and training from experts in modern practices.
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CLIMBING METHODS

Canopy access methods can be divided roughly into two planes
of movement: vertical movement up into or down out of trees,
and horizontal movement within tree crowns or between trees.
Speciﬁc methods used to move either vertically or horizontally
include climbing with spurs, SRT, DdRT and aerial traverse.
Because the amount of information available to new climbers
can be overwhelming and varies greatly in quality, we review
published sources on canopy access methods. Although some
authors have attempted to provide general guidelines that prescribe when one method is preferred over another (Dial & Tobin 1994; Houle, Chapman & Vickery 2004), there are no hard
and fast rules, and choice of method will depend on the unique
circumstances of every individual climb as well as on the climber’s knowledge and experience.
CLIMBING SPURS

Tree climbing spurs are metal gaﬀs that attach to a climber’s
legs by use of metal or ﬁbreglass stirrups and leather or nylon
straps and are used to ascend the trunks of trees (Davis 2005).
The gaﬀs point downward and puncture the surface of the tree
trunk, providing traction as the climber steps up the trunk.
Spurs damage the tree, leaving open wounds that may ooze
sap, attract insect pests and allow pathogens into the tree (Beranek 1996; Jepson 2000; Castilho et al. 2006). We urge against
using spurs because the repeated climbing of individual trees
can alter the ecology of a tree by reducing its vigour or killing it
(Castilho et al. 2006). More importantly to the climber, in
most instances the use of SRT and DdRT provides canopy
access that is both safer and more eﬃcient in terms of energy
and time expended (Blair 1999; Coﬀey & Andersen 2012).

SINGLE ROPE TECHNIQUE

Single rope technique is a ﬁxed rope system in which the rope is
either cinched oﬀ around a limb in the tree or placed over a
branch and tied oﬀ to a solid object near the ground (Coﬀey &
Andersen 2012). The climber then ascends the free end of the
rope with mechanical ascenders or friction hitches, mechanical
devices or knots that grip the rope and slide upward but not
downward (Coﬀey & Andersen 2012; other citations in
Table 3). SRT is the most energy eﬃcient means of ascending
ropes (Coﬀey & Andersen 2012) and as such is the most common method of access into tall trees (Dial & Tobin 1994; Coffey & Andersen 2012).
The ﬁrst step in SRT typically involves placing the climbing
rope over a branch strong enough to support the climber and
high enough to reach the desired position in the tree (Dial &
Tobin 1994; Jepson 2000). This step is made easier by ﬁrst placing small diameter ﬁshing line or a light cord over the desired
branch, then using this line to pull the climbing line into place.
This initial line can be installed by (i) throwing a cord (called a
throwline) with a weighted bag on one end (Dial & Tobin
1994; Jepson 2000), (ii) shooting a weighted line with a handheld slingshot (Tucker & Powell 1991), (iii) shooting lines with
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a crossbow or compound bow ﬁtted with a ﬁshing reel (Perry
1978; Dial & Tobin 1994; Dial et al. 2004b) or (iv) shooting a
weighted line with a large slingshot made from an 24-m
extendable ﬁbreglass pole and designed speciﬁcally for use in
tree climbing (brand name ‘Bigshot’Ò; Jepson 2000). Choosing
a method is largely a matter of personal preference and experience, although some guidelines are helpful to new climbers.
First, we can rank methods by the height each can achieve,
from lowest to highest: hand-held throwline, hand-held slingshot, Bigshot, compound bow and crossbow. For heights
>30 m, the crossbow is generally the most accurate in shooting
a line through small spaces in branches and foliage and over
the desired branch. Regardless, setting a line takes time and
there is no substitute for practice. Time spent using the separate methods for rope placement will only make this step in
canopy access faster and easier.
Due to the sheer variety of mechanical ascenders and related
pieces of equipment, there is a nearly inﬁnite number of ways
to conﬁgure SRT climbing systems. To test and compare multiple SRT systems, we refer climbers to Smith & Padgett
(1996), Coﬀey & Andersen (2012) and general guidelines outlined in Jepson (2000).
An important safety consideration in SRT is the use of multiple points of attachment between climber and rope to prevent
accidental detachment from the rope, which can occur through
human error or should one point of attachment fail (Whitacre
1981; Laman 1995; Smith & Padgett 1996; Jepson 2000; Coﬀey
& Andersen 2012). Multiple sources (Perry 1978; Mitchell
1982; Risley 1984; Dial & Tobin 1994) omit this important
guideline.
DOUBLED ROPE TECHNIQUE

Doubled rope technique diﬀers from SRT in the relative position of the anchor point in relation to the climber. In DdRT,
one end of a rope is tied to the climbing harness, the rope passes
over a branch, and the opposite end of the rope is attached to
the harness by means of a friction hitch (a knot or mechanical
device that grabs the rope when weighted and releases when
pulled downward). As the climber pulls rope through the friction hitch, the length of rope above the climber is shortened
and the climber advances up the tree (Jepson 2000).
Doubled rope technique allows controlled movements up
and down ropes, which a climber can use to walk out onto
branches by easily controlling the amount of tension or slack
in the rope (Jepson 2000). DdRT therefore is useful for total
canopy access needed for some replicated sampling in ecology
(Dial & Roughgarden 1995; Sillett & Van Pelt 2007; Williams
& Sillett 2007). Until recently, the sole use for SRT was to
climb ropes upward into trees. However, new equipment and
methods for SRT now allow total canopy access with this
method as well (Coﬀey & Andersen 2012).
AERIAL TRAVERSE

Aerial traverse is a technique whereby climbers move horizontally between trees. The advantage is that it that provides
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access to places in the forest canopy such as delicate branch
tips, dead tree crowns, epiphytes and open space that often
cannot be accessed by spur climbing, SRT or DdRT. The disadvantage is that aerial traverse is more technical and potentially more dangerous than other methods and requires
advanced skills and training from tree climbers with proper
experience. The principle of aerial traverse is to suspend the
climber between two trees using one or two ropes that support
the climber’s weight and provide movement in the horizontal
plane (Perry & Williams 1981; Dial & Tobin 1994; Dial et al.
2004b). We refer readers interested in aerial traverse to excellent descriptions in Dial & Tobin (1994), Smith & Padgett
(1996) and Dial et al. (2004b). Here, we brieﬂy summarize critical points on safety. A major diﬀerence between SRT, DdRT
and aerial traverse is in the climber’s ability to test an anchor
point before hanging on it. In SRT and DdRT, a climber can
hang and bounce on a rope at ground level and thereby assess
the strength of an anchor point before climbing on it. In aerial
traverse, a climber is already at height in one tree when she or
he installs a rope in a second tree. Working at height, the climber has to gradually transition from supporting their total
weight on the ﬁrst rope that has been climbed and tested, to
supporting their weight on the second rope and anchor point
that have not been tested. Caution at this stage can prevent a
catastrophic fall should the second anchor fail. Less obvious
but even more important are the nonlinear accelerating forces
placed on both trees and ropes when a rope that is supporting
a climber’s weight is tensioned to horizontal (Dial et al.
2004b). As a rope is tensioned from slack to horizontal, the
physical forces exerted can exceed the strength of the rope and
can cause it or the anchor point to break (Harris 2010). Also
important to consider is that branches are typically stronger
when pulled downwards than when pulled to the side. Therefore, it is absolutely critical to leave a slight amount of slack in
any rope that supports a climber during aerial traverse (Perry
& Williams 1981; Mitchell 1982; Dial et al. 2004b) and to cautiously test the new anchor before depending on it. Finally,
climbers attempting aerial traverse must consider the diﬃculty
of aerial rescue or self-rescue should an emergency occur.
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Despite the inherent risks involved in climbing trees, safety
receives infrequent attention in climbing sources. Although
individual climbers may diﬀer in their personal opinions of
what practices are safe or unsafe, The American National
Standard for Arboricultural Operations Safety Requirements,
ANSI Z133.1, provides accepted safety guidelines for professional tree climbing (i.e. arboriculture) in the United States.
Similar standards exist outside the United States, and we recommend that climbers in other countries obtain the applicable
standards. Below we highlight ANSI standards that were frequently overlooked in the sources we reviewed.
Helmets for tree climbing must be capable of sustaining
impacts from both above and the side and must have a chinstrap (ANSI 2012). Arborist helmets are constructed to meet

this standard, but not all industrial or rock climbing helmets
are. Helmets that comply with this standard are stamped on
the inside ANSI Z89.1 to alert the user.
Carabiners used for life support in tree climbing must be
self-closing and self double-locking, that is have a gate-locking
mechanism that requires at least two deliberate, consecutive
actions to unlock. They must be capable of withstanding a 22kN (5000 pounds) load along the major axis (ANSI 2012). The
minimum rated strength in kN is stamped on carabiners and
other climbing hardware for easy identiﬁcation. Single-locking
carabiners in which the gate opens and closes by unscrewing
are not acceptable for life support in tree climbing systems.
ANSI standards for carabiners in tree climbing are required
because the dynamic motions of ropes during tree climbing
can unscrew and open single-locking carabiners.
Ropes and cords used for life support in tree climbing
must have a minimum tensile strength of 24 kN (5400 lbs)
when new (ANSI 2012). The properties of ropes for tree
climbing have developed rapidly in recent years with the
introduction of a variety of new materials and types of construction. We advise climbers that DdRT, SRT and rock
climbing methods require ropes with diﬀerent properties and
that ropes constructed and sold for rock climbing do not necessarily meet the properties required for tree climbing. Inappropriate rope choice can lead to serious injury and death.
Speciﬁcations for tree climbing ropes are provided in catalogues for tree climbing gear, but the onus is on the climber
to carefully research the available options to ensure that a
rope meets current ANSI speciﬁcations and is suitable for
the intended use.
ANSI regulations state that arborists will wear eye protection capable of sustaining shock. Eye protection that meets this
standard is stamped Z87.1 for easy identiﬁcation. Although we
can understand that there are situations in which a climber
may need to remove eye protection while climbing (e.g. profuse
sweating in a tropical environment), the general rule should be
to follow ANSI regulations and wear eye protection.

Conclusions
Rope-based access methods are the key to unlocking canopy
science, and we oﬀer recommendations for improving climber
safety over the foreseeable future. First, we recognize that valuable information on climbing exists outside the scientiﬁc literature, and we provide lists of national and on-line climbing
aﬃliations, companies that specialize in tree climber training
and sources of tree climbing equipment in Appendix S1.
Secondly, we recommend that novice climbers obtain proper
training from experienced tree climbers who follow ANSI
standards for equipment choices and best practices. Thirdly,
training and regular practice in aerial rescue methods are
essential for safe climbing. Fourthly, independent audits of
existing canopy research programmes could help improve
safety standards and prevent climbing accidents. Finally,
careful review of new manuscripts can improve the published
standards available to future climbers.
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Review of rope-based access methods for the forest canopy:
safe and unsafe practices in published information sources and a
summary of current methods
Supplemental Appendix A. Additional sources of information useful for tree climbing.
Suppliers of tree climbing equipment
Arbortools Hong Kong - www.arbortools.hk
Honey Brothers Arborist Equipment - www.honeybros.com
ISA - www.isa-arbor.com/store/shop.aspx
New Tribe - www.newtribe.com
SherrillTree - www.sherrilltree.com
TreeStuff - www.treestuff.com
Treetools - treetools.co.nz
Treeworker - www.treeworker.co.uk/acatalog/About_Treeworker.html
WesSpur Tree Equipment - www.wesspur.com
Arborist trade publications
Arborist News (ISA publication)
Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA) monthly magazine
National, international, and on-line climbing affiliations
Climbing Arborist.com - www.climbingarborist.com
European Tree Worker - www.eac-arboriculture.com/en/Aus_undWeiterbildung.aspx
International Canopy Network - ican.csme.utah.edu
International Society of Arboriculture - www.isa-arbor.com
Tree Care Industry Association - tcia.org
Tree Climbing Japan - www.treeclimbing.net/en/what-we-do/arborist-tree-climbing.aspx

Victorian Tree Climbing Organization – www.vtio.org.au

Tree climber training
ArborMaster - www.arbormaster.com
Cornell Tree Climbing Institute - treeclimbing.coe.cornell.edu
National Tree Climbing Program - www.fs.fed.us/treeclimbing/training
North American Training Solutions - northamericantrainingsolutions.com
Tree Climbers International - treeclimbing.com
Tree Climbing Planet - www.treeclimbingplanet.com
Arborculture Canada - www.arborcanada.com
Ascension Group NW - www.ascensiongroupnw.com/

Supplemental Table S1. Complete list of safety deviations and positive recommendations occurring in
25 published sources on climbing methods.
PART A: Definitions of safety criteria, minor and major safety deviations, and positive
recommendations. Criteria are numbered and named.

Major
Positive

Level of Safety Deviation

1

Minor

Safety criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proposes equipment options that are inappropriate for tree climbing
Outdated information or methods no longer reflects best practices
Mentions a need for instruction, but does not specify experienced tree climbers
Blurs the distinction between fall arrest systems and work positioning systems appropriate for trees
Vague and unclear writing (i.e., even an experienced climber cannot interpret, or methods named but not
described)
6. Proposes methods that could lead to a dynamic fall in the canopy
7. Proposes free climbing or disconnecting from tree and ropes
8. Advocates work positioning off ascenders (i.e., use of hand ascender as a fully loaded anchor point for life
support or belay)
9. Contains photos or illustrations that show major safety deviations (e.g., PPE lacking, improper equipment or
methods)
10. Contains passages that could reasonably be interpreted as advocating unsafe practices
11. Proposes equipment options that are appropriate for tree climbing
12. Mentions the need for professional instruction with experienced tree climbers
13. Distinguishes between fall arrest and work positioning systems
14. Mentions the need for proper personal protective equipment (PPE)
15. Mentions potential need for hasty retreat or descent
16. Mentions the potential multiplication of forces on anchors during traversing
17. Recommends tree inspection prior to gear placement and climbing commencement.

1

Minor safety deviations = references that could potentially expose a climber to unnecessary risks; major safety deviations =
recommendations that, if followed, could result in serious injury or death; positive recommendation = citation that follows best
safety practices.

PART B: List of safety deviations and positive recommendations by published source. Numbers in the
left-hand column refer to criteria numbering from above table. Brackets denote page number in
publication.
ANSI 2012
2
Outdated rules about rope diameter no longer applicable [25].
3
States need for training and certification, fails to specify trainers specialized in tree climbing [3,4]
Specifies required PPE [3].
11
Gives specifications for climbing lines, minimum breaking strength of cordage, snap hooks, and carabiners
[25-26]
13
Excellent series of figures explaining differences between various work restraint systems [67].
14
Discusses types of PPE and when they are required [3].
Beranek 1998
Implies that legless climbing belt is acceptable for rope climbing (as opposed to spur climbing; [70]), but
current standards require belts to have leg loops.
1
Back belts recommend for descents [81] do not meet current standards.

2

6
7

9

10
11

Advocates against use of double-braided ropes [54]. Double-braid construction is now considered standard
for DdRT climbing.
Stated diameters for climbing lines now outdated [55].
Advocates non-locking snaps [59].
Use of cat's-paw or bowline for attachment to rope system no longer approved [59].
States that quick links can be hand tightened [61]; recent standards require wrench tightening.
Suggests that climbers need only one climbing harness for entire career [79].
Advocates custom-made belts from rope [85].
States that Gibbs ascender is preferable for tree climbing [99]; recent research finds the Gibbs to sever ropes
with short falls.
Recommends using a figure-8 without redundant backup [100].
Advocates unsafe knot, a girth hitch on a snap [155].
Suggests using rubber cement to coat the positioning lanyard [162].
Working above the tie-in point [66] can lead to a dynamic fall.
Proposes free climbing aided by spurs in large trees [145], and climbing with three points of contact in small
trees [151].
Climber without hardhat [56].
Climber ascending tree with lanyard and no climb line for descent or hasty retreat [60].
Climber wearing a harness without leg straps [74].
Section dedicated to homemade climbing belts [85-86].
Use of figure-8 without a backup [100].
Free climbing photos [146].
Side loading a snap [155].
Mentions working above DdRT tie-in point [66].
Chapter on tree climbing ropes [53-63].
Some information in Chapter 7 on climbing belts meets current standards [79-86].
Mentions line guns and bow/reel combo for accessing tall trees [104].

Blair 1999
Discussion of head protection does not describe climbing helmets now considered mandatory [40].
Advocates tautline hitch, no longer considered best practice [113].
Recommends 4-coil prussic as good for footlocking [114].
Chapter on tree climbing equipment [57-76].
Chapter on ropes for tree climbing [81-102].
11
Chapter on miscellaneous climbing equipment [105-127].
Discusses different standards for suspension and fall-arrest harnesses [8].
Statement that "tree saddles are for work positioning, not fall arrest," [60].
13
Section on static and dynamic kernmantle ropes and their uses [89-90].
Discusses difference between self-belay and two-person belay [113-116].
Checklist for PPE [25].
14
Chapter 3 dedicated to self-protection [29-56].
Castilho et al. 2006
Climbing with French spurs was mentioned throughout the paper. Description of the spurs was described in
5
detail. However, there is no description of proper use.
11
French spikes generally considered appropriate tree climbing tools [555].
Coffey and Andersen 2012
Advises climbers to choose equipment based on the recommendations of the manufacturer and regulatory
agencies such as ANSI, OSHA, CE, and UIAA [7].
States various rope constructions appropriate for DdRT climbing [8].
States that Kernmantle style rope is the only rope construction to be used with toothed-cam ascenders [8].
11
Describes appropriate high heat resistant friction hitch cordage for tree climbing [9-10].
Mentions that all types of carabiners used as life support in three climbing systems must be self-locking and
self-closing [20].
Mentions that written sources are no substitute for supervised training from qualified tree climbers [inside front
cover].
Advises training under the supervision of a qualified trainer to meet best practices for SRT [6].
12
Authors state that proper training is required by a qualified trainer before using motor assisted ascent devices
[22].
Mentions need for training on aerial rescue throughout article and recommends the Tree Care Academy
Aerial Rescue Manual from TCIA [105].
2

Explanation of the development of SRT in modern tree climbing [3-4].
Authors describe best practices for SRT ascent systems [15].
17
Chapter 3 describes pre-climb tree inspection, hazard assessment, anchor test, and equipment assessment.
Davis USFS 2005
1
Installing pole steps in live trees as life support [45-47] is unsafe and damages trees.
2
Use of snap in place of carabiner [17] and rappelling without a backup [63] are now considered unsafe.
4
Proposes using dynamic rock climbing belay system for trees [27-34].
6
Proposes self-belay or partner belay for tree climbing [27-28].
7
Author advocates for free climbing with three points of contact [27-34] and free climbing on pole steps [45].
Mentions the availability of rated tree climbing equipment and the need to use it for its intended purpose [1].
Contains a glossary of terms with descriptions of common equipment items [2-4].
Chapter on rope choice for tree climbing [12-14].
11
Sections on climbing webbing [20-22], carabiners and helmets [26-27], ascenders [49-51].
Chapter on equipment specifications [79].
12
Mentions the need for practice and instruction from experienced tree climbers [1].
13
States that static ropes and webbing are not suitable where dynamic falls may occur [27-28].
14
Offers a list of basic tree climbing equipment and PPE [5].
17
Mentions need to assess tree before climbing and describes in detail potential hazards [6-10].
Denison 1972
Author describes using lag bolts and chains fastened with 1cm bolts, washers, and lock nuts [148-149]. This
1
is inefficient climbing and damages trees.
2
Direct aid rock climbing techniques [149] are not considered appropriate for tree climbing.
3
Recommends mountaineering texts as sufficient instruction [148].
Author describes use of mountaineering methods for tree climbing throughout this article. Examples: bolts,
4
hangars, aid-climbing illustration, lead climbing, heavy chains with weld links. [148, 149, 151].
6
Direct aid climbing on belay, as in rock climbing, can lead to a dynamic fall in trees [149].
Illustrates various mountaineer and rock climbing methods and gear for tree climbing [149].
Proposes disconnecting from climbing line to pass obstacles [151].
9
Illustrates the use of a boom anchored to the tree for the climber to access outer quadrants of the crown
[153].
14
Mentions the need for helmets and sturdy boots [148].
Dial and Tobin 1994
Advocates cats paw attachment for flipline [32], and for using carabiner as choking link for climb line [32].
2
These methods no longer approved.
11
Mentions equipment that is appropriate for tree climbing [25-27, 32].
Discusses difference between tree climbing and rock climbing ropes [27], and between fall arrest harness and
13
tree climbing harness [33].
17
Discusses testing remote anchor by swinging on limb [27].
Dial et al. 2004b
9
Thumb in line of fire of crossbow [154].
Describes appropriate gear for traversing in trees, including a Petzl Grigri for Tyrolean traveling, 12mm
11
kernmantle rope, and proper descriptions of knot use [throughout].
States that training is necessary from experienced practitioners [151]
12
and that local arboriculture societies may provide instruction [152].
Mentions non-linear rope vector forces in traversing and provides materials for further reading [155].
16
Describes hyperbolic increase in force from taut traverse lines [163].
Dial et al. 2004c
9
Thumb in line of fire of crossbow [63].
11
Describes the use of crossbow and retrieval equipment that are appropriate for tree climbing [155].
Haefke et al. 2013
Photo of climber without eye protection [121].
9
Photo of climber with non-cinching knot on life support carabiner, a practice not approved by current
standards [121].
13

	
  

	
  

Houle et al. 2004
Advocates the use of a shock-absorbing device when climbing above last anchor [247]. Such devices do not
meet strength standards for life support.
Advocates the use of dynamic rope for inexperienced tree climbers [250].
Describes only 2 types of climbing rope, static and dynamic kernmantle, for climbing trees [250].
1
Recommends a minimum breaking strength of 2,000 kg along the major axis and 400 kg along the minor axis
to meet carabiner requirements [252]. Current standard is 5,000 pounds (22.24 kN).
Advocates ice climbing crampons in trees [252].
Suggests all climbing gear must be UIAA (International Climbing and Mountaineering Federation) approved;
these standards not applicable to tree climbing [255].
Describes a leather belt for use with positioning lanyard [246].
2
Recommends wearing a mechanical autolocking device called a Shunt on the back for rappelling [253].
Recommends formal training and preliminary practice for SRT but does not mention trained tree climber
3
trainers [237, 242].
Mentions modern techniques in rock climbing, speleology, and arboriculture [240].
Proposes purchasing SRT equipment from a rock-climbing store. [241].
4
Describes lead climbing techniques (rock or mountaineering) for tree climbing applications [249].
5
Mentions a belay system for use in trees, but lacks more information needed to perform this method.
6
Author proposes climbing above anchor point [247].
Screw lock carabiners [243].
Climber with a loose ponytail near a descent device [243, 244].
9
Climber without helmet [243, 244].
Illustration shows climber above last anchor and demonstrating mountaineer style methods [249].
Advocates horizontal movement in canopy by use of spurs and flipline [246].
10
Discussion of lead climbing in trees is vague and advocates dangerous practice [248-249].
Suggests horizontal work positioning from SRT system [254].
15
Describes the need for emergency descent. [245].
Jepson 2000
Standard running bowline (i.e., no stopper knot or Yosemite finish) shown as life-support knot [44] is no longer
recommended.
2
Advises using Prusik to back up double ascenders used in footlocking [47]. More recent advice shows this
does not work.
Illustrations and detailed descriptions about various equipment options appropriate for tree climbing [9-15].
Describes and illustrates equipment for accessing tree crowns [20-22].
11
Describes and illustrates the Big Shot [23].
Describes and illustrates false crotch devices. [27-28].
Describes and illustrates Prusik loops for foot lock [42-43].
12
Author encourages climbers to join competitions and arboricultural organizations for tree climbing [7].
Describes and illustrates proper PPE [8-9].
14
Lists PPE including eye protection, helmet, and appropriate clothing [12].
Kane 2011
11
Discusses at length the use and potential misuse of ascenders in tree climbing [180-181].
13
Warns of adapting fall arrest gear and methods to tree climbing [184].
Kilgore et al. 2008
States that with SRT a climber cannot advance higher than the tie-in point without a separate line [316]. In
2
truth, the climber can reposition the line and continue climbing.
Climber lacking PPE, and wearing an improper lineman's belt for spurring [1313].
9
Climbers without helmets [1325, 1327].
11
Thorough description of tree climbing equipment including clothing, PPE, and arborist harnesses [1319-1322].
12
Students in this article received training from experienced arborists [1316].
14
Discusses climbing helmets, safety glasses, and gloves [1321-1322].
States that safety and gear inspections should be completed before climbing begins [1318] and mentions the
17
need to test limb strength on ground, avoiding limbs that bend or make noise [1319].
Laman 1995
2
Advocates rappelling on a figure-8 without a Prusik for backup [408].
Discusses a "safety line" being used when climber must move horizontally in crown, no further explanation
5
given [408].
Climber without helmet [407].
9
Climber descending on a figure-8 without a back-up [407].

12
"Very important to obtain training from a qualified person," [409].
15
Discusses need for rapid descent in case of emergency [408].
Mitchell 1982
Proposes hammer and lag screws for tree climbing [13], now considered inefficient, costly, and damaging to
trees.
Advocates use of rock climbing pitons to drive into the tree, and for standing and anchoring, without
mentioning the dangers involved [14].
1
Describes a method of stacking ladders as a means to access tree crowns [14-15].
Advocates inappropriate harness choices [17, 24].
Advocates screw-lock carabiner [18].
No redundant safety during SRT [17], rappelling without a Prusik [19], and anchoring vertical ascent line to a
2
traverse line with a Jumar and carabiner [24] are all unsafe practices.
Recommends instruction from an "experienced climber" for abseiling [19] and for any working system in the
3
canopy [24].
4
No distinction between ropes and harnesses suitable for rock and tree climbing applications [17].
6
Method of climbing lag screws placed into trunk while on belay [13] can lead to a dynamic fall.
7
Uses the words "free climbing" and advocates this method [19].
Author advises to connect to only an ascender as fall arrest while climbing a ladder [22].
8
Describes moving up and down vertical lines attached to the web system with a Jumar only [24].
Climber without helmet [11].
9
Climber connected solely to hand ascender without a second attachment for safety [18].
10
Mistakenly refers to SRT as "free climbing" [19].
Cites Perry and Williams (1981) in explaining the need for sag in the line rather than tensioning the line too
16
tight before traversing [24].
Mori 1984
1
Recommends a climbing belt rather than a harness with leg straps [80].
Mentions "rope climbing" as alternative to free climbing, but gives no description and cites no sources of
5
information [80].
7
Offers free climbing as an option in tree crowns [80].
Climber with no helmet [79].
9
Improper belt harness [79].
15
Mentions that descent by tree grippers is slow [80].
Pagel and Thorstrom 2007
Statement that static, semi-static and dynamic ropes are appropriate in tree climbing without further
description [171].
States that rock climbing harnesses are suitable for most raptor work including trees [172].
1
Recommends hockey helmets with plastic or wire face guards in place of climbing helmets [173].
Recommends 5-6 mm cord as back-up for descending and ascending in combination with hardware, but does
not state strength, material, or construction of the cordage [173].
Advocates use of rock climbing gear in tree climbing [171].
4
Discusses rock and tree harnesses without mention of different functions [172-173].
States that methods for tree climbing are a combination of rock climbing and tree climbing techniques. [175].
Advocates free climbing [175, 176].
7
Describes climbing sectional "arborist tree ladders" up to 20 m in height. No mention of rope tie-in, so free
climbing is assumed [176].
Climber without helmet [174].
Climber on ascenders without safety backup [174].
9
Free climbing huge tree by gripping bark [175].
14
Recommends eye protection, helmets, gloves, boots as appropriate PPE, and discusses options [173].
Perry 1978
1
Recommends the use of a parachute harness for tree climbing [156].
Recommends descent by backing the Jumar (ascent) system down the primary climbing line [157]. This is
2
highly inefficient and exposes the climber unnecessary risk.
5
Author mentions rappelling without any description [157].
8
Author describes working off hand ascenders to access peripheral branches. [155]
Climber connected solely to hand ascender without a second attachment for safety [156].
9
Non-locking carabiners [156].

Mentions ability to access outer crown while discussing ascenders. Unclear if advocates horizontal
movements with only ascenders [155].
Perry and Williams 1981
Anchoring of vertical line to traverse line with a Jumar and carabiner can stress and break a rope used in life
2
support [285].
9
Climber connected solely to hand ascender without a second attachment for safety [284].
11
Recommends doublebraid Dacron rope, specifies breaking strength and lists supplier [283].
Explains that there must be sufficient sag in the line rather than tensioning the line too tight before traversing
16
[284].
17
Mentions testing the canopy web from the ground before using [284].
Risley 1984
Recommends self-made harness from webbing [534].
1
Recommends screw gate, non-autolocking carabiners for tree climbing [534].
Recommends a Gibbs ascender as a primary attachment [534], whereas the Gibbs is no longer approved for
2
life support.
3
Mentions benefits of working with climbing and caving clubs [535].
9
Climber without a helmet [536].
Smith and Padgett 1996
Inappropriate methods for connecting to climbing line: half-hitches, a bowline on a snap, taut-line hitch [267].
Non-locking snaps on positioning lanyards [268] no longer acceptable.
2
Recommends rappel on a figure-8 with no redundant backup [272].
Advocates climbing on a standard running bowline without a half hitch or Yosemite tie-off now required for life
support [272].
In a book otherwise describing rock and caving methods, chapter 11 is dedicated to tree climbing. However,
4
fails to differentiate differences between rock and tree climbing equipment and methods.
Confusing passage: "Safety equipment, belays, and a second lanyard should be used as experience dictates"
5
[270].
Advocates free climbing if there are enough branches, and recommends free climbing to tree crowns before
7
tying in [266-267].
Discussion of tree climbing saddles, lanyard choices, tree climbing ropes, throw bags and rubber balls [26711
270].
Tucker and Powell 1991
1
Advocates non-autolocking carabiners [32].
3
Mentions need for instruction by rock climbers [32].
Advocates dynamic belay in canopy using static ropes [290]. Further information is specific to rock or cave
4
climbing [290-291].
Screw link carabiner for SRT is inappropriate for tree climbing [33].
Sharp bend in rope results in inadequate bend ratio for belaying [35].
9
Climber without helmet [35].
Recommends descent by having ground personnel untie anchor and lower the climber. No mention of ensuring
10
sufficient line for rope length or need for backup system to control rate of descent [34].
14
Mentions helmets as necessary equipment [32].
Whitacre 1981
Advocates purchasing Prusik cordage in remote villages [286].
1
Advocates making a harness for tree climbing out of webbing [289].
Advocates using a parachute harness [289].
2
Recommends that a climber sit in a bowline to be lowered from a tree to the ground [290].
3
Mentions working with experienced climbers and cavers [290].
6
Describes lead climbing with belayer in the crown of the tree [289-290].
10

